
"The Secret of Translators' Stone" episode 2

#WHODUNNIT

Anna reached the bike rack and started tugging on the parked bikes. Most of them were safely secured, but eventually she managed to pull out a rusted road 
bike. She brushed back wet hair from her eyes, tossed her purse over her shoulder, and hopped onto the bicycle. The van's engine roared. The vehicle started up 
with a squeal of tires. Anna pressed the pedals with all her strength. "I have to remember the plate numbers," thought the determined teacher, "but I won't catch 
up to them taking a straight route!" She saw that the van turned right towards the suburbs. "I'm taking a shortcut, I'll cut them off!"

Anna turned down a path in a park and after a while regretted her decision. The narrow tires of the fragile bicycle bounced on the muddy, uneven trail, and the 
chase turned into a fight to maintain her balance. It took the teacher much longer than she had expected to get to the intersection with the main road. There was 
no sign of the kidnappers' van. Anna was exhausted by her intense effort. Dejected, she reached for the phone to inform Commissioner Perch of the unexpected 
problems. 

Suddenly, her attention was attracted by a commotion. Pedestrians ran in the direction of the next street corner. Anna decided to head in the direction
of all the confusion she had just seen. There she saw the hijackers’ van smashed against a street lamp. All the doors were open, and a crowd of onlookers 
thickened around the scene that was unfolding near the wreck. Anna threw down the bicycle and pushed through the crowd. She was amazed to see Bridget atop 
a struggling man, punching him. There was no sign of the second kidnapper. "What do you mean," the PE teacher furiously shouted, "What do you want from 
me?! Who sent you?!" Stronger blows hit the thug, who finally collapsed from Bridget's fury, and began to scream, "Leave me alone, lady! I don’t know!! Some guy 
paid us to scare you and find out where some Arabic stone is!" "Bridget," the shocked teacher shouted to her friend, "What's happening?! Is everything ok with 
you?” The PE teacher looked at Anna screaming, “Come on, let's wait for the police!" The thug sensed her distraction, and pushing Bridget with all his strength, 
jumped to his feet and started to run away. Anna ran to Bridget and helped her up. "I took pictures of him, just let it go," she said as she stopped the PE teacher 
who wanted to chase the kidnapper. "It’s not worth it. Let’s have some coffee, you need to rest before the police arrive.” She took Bridget's arm and led her to a 
nearby cafe.

When the women had calmed down, dried off, and warmed up with cups of a hot drink, Anna finally asked her friend, "Bridget, what is all this about? What did 
these guys want? What stone was he talking about?" The PE teacher bit her lip and looked down, "Ann, you know that I used to serve in the army for a long time," 
she said quietly. "But I didn't tell you the whole truth... there was still Iraq after Afghanistan." A shocked Anna did not interrupt her. "We were stationed at Camp 
Babylon. This name did not come from nowhere. There was a large archaeological site near our camp.  Apparently it was situated near the real tower of Babel." 
Bridget continued the story, "Once on a patrol, we helped some local poor people who were attacked by unknown assailants. There was a shootout, and we 
chased away the attackers, but none of them was captured. It turned out that the villagers plundered the archeological excavations in search of artifacts, and had 
found something that these thugs wanted. They told us about the legendary Stone of Translators, which is supposedly a brick from the Tower of Babel with the 
magical power of the perfect translation of all languages," she laughed. "But we still needed a regular translator to talk to the Iraqis. In the end, they gave us that 
stone as a thank you for saving their lives. To me it looked like a normal old brick. Nothing special, they sure didn't want to fool a naive collector with it. I thought 
robbing excavations was not right and a few days later I gave the brick to archaeologists." She shrugged, "I think the kidnappers were hoping I still had this stone 
with me. It is puzzling that after so many years someone discovered that story and almost committed a crime! It means that there are people who believe that 
this stone really works and will not stop at anything to get it!"

Bridget paused, suddenly thinking. She reached for the phone and dialed a number. Nobody answered. She chose another different number. No answer again. 
She looked at Anna, "Ann, I was just trying to reach people from that archaeological site. Nobody is answering. I have a bad feeling about this.” She looked 
worried. At this point, Anna went with the fantasy of the stone, "Bridget, what if this stone works? Do you know how much this would help me in my work? 
Imagine everything magically explaining itself.” “No fairy tales,” she dreamed. "Your friends don't answer, they are probably busy digging, and the stone is safe 
where you left it," she said as she comforted the PE teacher. "But I have a crazy idea! We both don't have any vacation plans. How about we visit your archaeolo-
gists and try and find out if this stone in real? Maybe you need to have pedagogical talent in order to make it work?” Anna winked at her friend. Bridget began to 
search for flights on her phone. "Hey, it's only eight and half hours, and one transfer," she said happily. "And there's a last minute offer! Ann, let’s do it, pack up!"

After several days of preparation, the women landed in Baghdad. Bridget remembered a few basic phrases in Arabic from her military past, thanks to which she 
quickly learned that they could reach the excavation site as soon as possible only by private transport. The two single women were quickly surrounded by 
suspicious characters, who tried to persuade Anna and Bridget to journey together with them. The teachers did not approve of this pushiness, which is why their 
attention was drawn to two characters who had not approached them: a tall, mysterious man standing with arms folded next to his off-road car and a short, 
stout gentleman paying more attention to his donkeys than to tourists. The women looked at each other knowingly. "So, whom do we choose to travel with...?"

Option A

A: Choose the donkeys - go to episode 3A
B: Choose the off-road car - go to episode 3B

What now?
Choose the next steps for Anna!


